Nonlinear Progressive Failure Analysis of Surrounding Rock System Based on Similarity Theory
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Abstract. Nonlinear progressive failure study of surrounding rock is important for the stability analysis of underground engineering projects. Taking a deep-buried tunnel in Chongqing as an example, a three dimensional (3-D) physical model was established based on similarity theory. To satisfy similarity requirement of physical–mechanical properties, such as elastic modulus, compressive strength and Poisson ratio, physical model materials were developed. Using full inner-spy photograph technology, the deformation and failure process of rock were studied under the situation of independent and combined action of anchor, shotcrete and reinforcing mesh. Based on experimental results, the interaction mechanism between rock and support structure under high stress was investigated.

1 Introduction

Rock system is a typical multi-components material, which consists of rock block, fracture and other components. Under the deep buried conditions, rock deformation may not belong to elasticity range, the interaction mechanisms of physical nonlinear and geometric nonlinear will make the evolution of rock system extremely complicated [1-3]. Similarity theory has been proved to be very useful to solve the problem [4-5]. As a significant method of science research, physical model test is the first introduced model which similar to the prototype in laboratory based on the similarity principles, by observing mechanical parameters and distribution of model with instrument, then deduce possible mechanics phenomenon and pressure distribution of the prototype with results of model, finally solve practical problems of rock engineering. This research method is simple, intuitive, economic and fast, as well as its period is short.

Using model test, displacement back analysis and boundary element calculation, Chi Yong et al. studied the stability of full seam gateway supported with anchor, and his research reflected good combination of model test with numerical calculation [6]. Chen Anming et al. developed a creep equation for soft rock material to study the model test of soft rock reinforced anchor cable, and discussed the variation of tension force of anchor cable with time [7]. Zhu Fangcai et al. studied rock burst character of similar material failure under different stress paths for underground tunnel [8]. Li Zhongkui et al. did a lot of meaningful researches on 3-D model simulation technology [9]. However, some strength indexes (like cohesive force, internal friction angle, tensile strength), the physical and mechanical properties of post-peak rock (like residual cohesive force, residual internal friction angle) are considered rarely, which makes it difficult to identify the failure mechanisms of rock mass [5].

This paper studied the stability of surrounding rock for deep-buried long tunnel by physical model test on true triaxial apparatus designed by Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Based on available materials, new similarity materials were compounded by ameliorating present prescription. The indexes of physical and mechanical properties of materials compounded in this study, such as compression strength, tensile strength, Poisson's ratio, internal friction angle, meet the requirement of similarity relation, stimulate high geostress field of deep-buried tunnel, perform the 3-D physical model tests of three-centered arch cavity under the situation of independent and combined action of anchor, shotcrete and reinforcing mesh. Based on the experiment results, the paper studied the interaction mechanism between the evolution of rock deformation and support structure under high stress.

2 Similarity theory

In order to make the model and prototype have similar physical phenomena, materials, shape and load of model must follow the similarity principles of the prototype. For geomechanics model test, it must make the equilibrium equation, compatible equation, geometric equation, physical equation and boundary condition of model fully agree with the prototype, it also make the strain of model is the same as the prototype, and strength criterion and stress-strain relationship of model similar to the prototype. These similarity coefficients which defined as the ratios...
of prototype parameters to model parameters must be constants. In this work, subscripts p and m denote prototype parameters and physical models parameters, respectively, and then these similarity constants can be defined as:

\[
C_\gamma = \frac{l_p}{l_m}, C_v = \frac{V_p}{V_m}, C_y = \frac{\gamma_p}{\gamma_m} \quad (1a)
\]

\[
C_\sigma = \frac{\sigma_p}{\sigma_m}, C_E = \frac{E_p}{E_m}, C_s = \frac{E_s}{E_s} \quad (1b)
\]

\[
C_C = \frac{C_p}{C_m}, C_\phi = \frac{\phi_p}{\phi_m} \quad (1c)
\]

where \(C_\gamma, C_v, C_y, C_\sigma, C_E, C_s, C_C\) and \(C_\phi\) indicate similarity constants for geometry, Poisson's ratio, density, stress, elastic modulus, rain, cohesion force and internal friction angle similarity constant, respectively.

And following similarity equations are described as:

\[
C_E = \frac{C_\sigma}{C_s} \quad (2)
\]

\[
C_\sigma = 1 \quad (3)
\]

\[
\frac{C_s}{C_\gamma} = 1, \frac{C_s}{C_\gamma} = 1 \quad (4)
\]

\[
C_s = 1, C_\gamma = 1 \quad (5)
\]

In practical application, it is difficult to get complete similarity model which all similarity principles are satisfied, so the model just need to meet the main similarity principles.

All aspects should be considered for the test accuracy, such as the test load and economic indexes of the model, suitable model materials which are difficulty to search, the test technology and simulation range of existing equipment. Therefore, it should analysis multiple schemes of model scale to ensure the accuracy, then the parameters finally selected are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Similar scale of model test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity constant</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C_\gamma)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_\sigma)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_E)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_s)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_\phi)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_\gamma)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Simulation of prototype model

The physical model size is 80cm×80cm×80cm (as shown in Fig. 1). The model is poured by four stratum, and thickness of each stratum is 20 cm. Anchors are established in the second, third and fourth stratum. The most length of long anchor in the second and third stratum is 82 mm, while short anchor is 55 mm. In the fourth stratum, the length of long anchor is 110 mm, while short anchor is 91 mm. Lining is established in the third and fourth stratum (as shown in Fig. 2). Lining is established in the third and fourth stratum, the thickness is 5 mm (as shown in Fig. 3).
4 Model test and results analysis

4.1 Steps of loading

The ratio of horizontal load to vertical load in this test is 0.8. The horizontal load (X direction) and the vertical load (Z direction) start with 200 KN and 250KN, respectively, and then are elevated by 40KN and 50KN step by step, respectively. When elevated to 400 KN and 500 KN, the load for horizontal load per step is elevated by 20 KN and vertical load by 25 KN. When the horizontal and vertical load is increased to 1120 KN and 1400 KN, respectively, stop loading.

4.2 Results analysis

(1) The first stratum: cavity without any support

Middle vault collapse is the main failure form for cavity, and the thickness of collapse pieces is about 20 mm. The bottom of arch is generally in good conditions. And the horizontal displacement of sidewalls is dominant for the surrounding rock; the maximum value is about 7~8 mm appearing in the area between arch waist and arch feet (as shown in Fig. 5).

The height of disturbed zone is about 0.5 D (D indicates the radius of the cavity). Vertical downward displacement occurs above arch waist (including surrounding rock of the vault), and the height of affected zone in vault is about 0.6 D. The maximum displacement is at vault and the value is about 3 mm. Vertical upward displacement occurs below the bottom of arch, but the affected zone is roughly 0.1~0.2D smaller. Two big cracks and a fractured zone occurred in surrounding rock, one of the two big cracks develops from the collapse area of vault to the model boundary, while the other crack develops from the collapse area of arch feet to the model boundary is about 45°. Fractured zone appears in the area from arch waist to arch feet, the deepest thickness of these zones is about 25 mm.

(2) The second stratum: anchor only supports arch waist applied above

Vertical rhegma of sidewalls is the main failure form. Loading causes spalling, the thickness of chunks of rock separating is about 8 mm in the position of arch foot. Vault and bottom of arch are nearly intact (as shown in Fig. 6).

The horizontal displacement is the main deformation of surrounding rock, and the maximum value which appears at arch feet is about 5 mm. The deformation is focused on some regions nearby arch feet, and the depth influenced is about 0.3 D. The deformation above arch feet is not obvious. The maximum vertical upward displacement occurring in arch feet is maximum vertical displacement and the value is about 5 mm. The vault’s vertical downward displacement is relatively small, and the value is about 1~2 mm. In addition, a vertical crack develops from vault to model boundary.

(3) The third stratum: On the basis of the second stratum, a lining is established above arch feet. A fine iron wire net is placed in lining.
The horizontal displacement is dominant for the surrounding rock, and the maximum value appears in arch waist, is about 2–3 mm. The vertical displacement is small. Some small pieces of bursting cracks occur in bottom of arch (as shown in Fig.7). Spray layer is nearly intact, except a leap (the fine iron wire net completely exposes) parallel cavity axis appears in the middle part of a side between vault and arch waist (as shown in Fig.7). In addition, two approximately paralle vertical cracks occur in one side of vault.

(4) The fourth stratum: anchor support arch waist applied above, and the length of anchors is longer than the third. The anchors of 55 mm in the third stratum are lengthened to 91 mm, while anchors of 82 mm are lengthened to 110 mm. And the spray layer is the same as the third stratum

There is no failure in the surrounding rock. And the spray layer does not break off from surrounding rock (as shown in Fig.8).

5 Discussion and conclusions

The deformation, failure depth and affected region in the first stratum are the most outstanding, but the bottom of arch remains nearly intact. In the second stratum, the failure region is less than the first stratum, and only a small slump occurs in the surface area of the vault, the tangential stress of side walls decreases significantly. It shows that mechanical anchoring effect increases with the decreasing of disturbed zone. In the third stratum, the main failure of cave walls is the crack at the bottom of arch and the leap of spray layer; the other depth failure is less. The fourth stratum has no failure phenomenon, it is more stable than first three stratum.

Comparing among these four stratum, it can conclude that failure deformation of cavity without any support is the largest. Many rock units are in the post-failure regions according to the peak stress. The residual strength is determined by friction between strips. It develops a new rock of mechanics boundary, which makes rock’s property close to loose massive media, a new rock mechanics boundary, which makes the residual strength have great influence on stability of deep-buried tunnel under high rock pressure.

After applying anchor to support arch waist, the stability of cave walls is good. There is almost no axial crack and fall-block, and the cracks mainly occur in weak section between anchors. Large cracks connecting the two arch feet occur in the bottom of arch with no any reinforce measures, which belongs to integral failure. When support is provided by rock bolts and shotcrete, failure occurs in the spray layer and the bottom of arch, but the surrounding rock is nearly intact, further increase the length of anchors, the stability of the surrounding rock is in a good condition.
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